The hackathon format: an analysis of its possible interpretations under a service design perspective
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Abstract
In the last decade, many different participatory spaces emerged in the cities’ ecosystems, from makers/hackers spaces to hack-labs, actively contributing to the creation of Public Innovation Spaces (Manzini & Staszowski, 2013) and increasingly adopting design enabled innovation in different forms to produce new solutions to emerging problems (Concilio et al., 2018). Among the different participatory activities in such places, hackathons have emerged as a format to gather participants and jointly work on issues of common interest or to propose the design of new services. The format of the hackathon has changed over time, from spontaneous and self-organized gatherings, all the way up to structured and professionally organized corporate sponsored events. This paper intends to explore this phenomenon by a retrospective reflection over the experience of the authors as participants or organizers of 5 hackathons that took place between 2011 and 2017. The paper will analyse the way in which these hackathons were prepared and run and how their different formats affected both the selection of participants and the outcomes of the hackathons. Related issues such as self-organization vs. top-driven governance will also be investigated to propose some considerations on the creative serendipity one would expect from such events.
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1 Introduction

In the past few years, hackathons have emerged as a format to gather participants and jointly work on issues of common interest. While at the end of the 1990s hackathons were niche events mostly organized and attended by open-source software developers (Briscoe & Mulligan, 2014), nowadays the format of the hackathon - appropriated or reinvented by design, innovation and start-up communities - is increasingly used to organize events attended by a variety of participants (including non-expert programmers) and aimed at different scopes, from exploring new production processes (Tanenbaum et al., 2014), to tackling social issues through humanitarian technology (Linnell, Figueira, Chintala, Falzarano, & Ciancio, 2014), all the way up to prototyping a new generation of services and new ways of commoning (Morelli et al., 2017). At the same time, in the last decade, the ecosystems of citizen participation and innovation have significantly changed with the proliferation of participatory spaces where citizens can “make” their own products or “hack” their everyday life with the support of active communities (Maxigas, 2012; Menichinelli, 2017). In this lively context, the format of the hackathon has grown in popularity to the point that, for example, at least one hackathon per week was organized in London in recent years (Briscoe & Mulligan, 2014) and, according to the website hackathon.com, at least 1 hackathon per month has been organized in Copenhagen in the last 4 years.

Service design is not new to participatory formats such as workshops or jams in which different stakeholders are gathered together to collaborate on a specific challenge under the facilitation of expert designers: these formats, while sharing many characteristics with the hackathon, are usually enacted in a smaller scale and in more closed and controlled contexts (Römer, Thallmaier, Hormess, Lawrence, & Habicht, 2011). This paper is an attempt to trace the use of the hackathon format by design researchers through the analysis of 5 hackathons that were organized between 2011 and 2017 and in which the authors of this paper had a role as participants or as organizers: The Fabriken’s Hackathon and the Connectivity Lab’s hackathon ran in Malmö, respectively in 2011 and 2012, the Cleaning Day “Digitalkoot” ran in 2013 in Helsinki, while Hack the outdoors and Hack4Girls were both organized in Copenhagen in 2017. The chosen hackathons are quite different from each other in many diverse dimensions, which will be carefully discussed in the comparative analysis section of the paper.

2 The transformation of hackathons

Hackathons were introduced in the late 90ies in Silicon Valley, as a gathering of software developers that worked together for a short and intense period of time, typically over a weekend, to prototype digital products and services or more generally to quickly solve a technical challenge. Over the years, the nature of the format has changed significantly, from being very informal, loosely organized and underground gatherings, to become well packaged events, hosted at prestigious locations with famous guests. At the same time, the expected outcome of a hackathon has moved from a working digital artefact (being a piece of code or a hacked device or an improved IT system) to less tangible outcomes, such as design concepts. Several authors introduced the definition of “civic hacking” or “philanthropic hackathons” or “social-issues hackathons” differentiating between hackathons that are technologically oriented and hackathons that are instead issue oriented (Lodato & DiSalvo, 2016; Taylor & Clarke, 2018; Porter, Bopp, Gerber, & Voida, 2017). In this second type of hackathons, the focus is very often on building social ties and social relations, trying to articulate issues as a kind of material participation and not just in terms of material production. The participants are then more valued
for their interest and knowledge about the specific challenge rather than because of their (technical or operational) skills. Many nuances are, of course, possible in between.

A possible classification of hackathons has been provided by Brisco and Mulligan (2014) that highlighted 3 different types of hackathons, i.e.:

1. Technology-focused hackathons – hackathons aimed at the application of a certain technology, either open source or company sponsored. The latter is often focused on recruiting participants; hence incentives may include prizes;
2. Business opportunity-focused hackathons (Frey & Luks, 2016) – hackathons aimed at connecting entrepreneurs with developers, focused on testing out and pitching business ideas;
3. Social-issue focused hackathons – hackathons aimed at a social challenge and general “do good” community efforts.

Although the hackathons can be very different in nature, nowadays they all share a similar structure. They usually have a predefined duration (e.g. one or two days) and they start with the presentation of several challenges that are typically related to a common theme. Participants – usually working in groups – collaboratively work through phases such as ideation, prototyping and, possibly, preliminary testing, following in a very condensed way design processes such as, for example, the double diamond (Stickdorn et al., 2018). At the end of the hackathon, the different groups present their solution and, in some cases, one of the groups gets an award for the promising work done. The hackathon is staged so that several actors interact with each other and with the participants: usually, there is a presenter that keeps the timing of the event, announcing the different phases/tasks of the day and entertaining the participants, several facilitators that support the work of the different groups, making sure that they have what they need in order to progress in their design process and some crucial stakeholders that provide knowledge or resources of different nature that can help the participants to articulate their solution.

Given the successful diffusion of the hackathons, a few authors studied them as an interesting case study of “contemporary sociotechnical arrangements” (Trainer, Kalyanasundaram, Chaihirunkarn, & Herbsleb, 2016) and they also highlighted the challenges in adopting such a format. One of the criticisms towards the format is the risk of continually promoting and celebrating the figure of a tech entrepreneur hero able to undertake quick and forceful actions through overly simplistic tech solutions, instead of considering that other ‘productions’ might be equally important and interesting even if more intangible and less “product oriented” (Porter, Bopp, Gerber, & Voida, 2017). Also Irani suggests that under the typical hackathon time-constraints, the tendency is to prioritize “codework over footwork”, i.e. coding and instantly producing instead of having dialogues, building trust with relevant user groups or the like – slower ‘footwork’ demanding processes (Irani, 2015). Beside the issue of the limited impact of the hackathon’s output that is often a purely tech solution to complex sociotechnical problems, D’Ignazio and colleagues pin-down some of the shortcomings of the format, such as a poor problem-selection, the inclusion-issue in terms of participation and the creation of unrealistic expectations (D’Ignazio et al., 2016). Other authors as well highlight that the challenge embedded with the format is the struggling to fully make the event inclusive, welcoming and purposeful and focused enough (Taylor & Clarke, 2018). This is particularly relevant for issue-oriented hackathons that produce experiences of material participation rather than material production: the most important thing in this case is “how the event structures and allows for development of relations” and “how the event fosters opportunities for collaborative or collective issue articulation” (Lodato & DiSalvo, 2016, p. 553).
3 Methodology

This paper presents considerations that are derived from a case study approach (Eisenhardt, 1989; Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007; Yin, 2014) aimed at identifying key insights over time (Paré, 2004), within real-life contexts (Pettigrew, 1990; Yin, 2014) and using multiple sources of evidence. Through the retrospective analysis of 5 different cases, the evolution of the hackathon format will be discussed, comparing the different aims and hopes, programs, locations, outcomes and ultimately analysing the characteristics of the format from a service design perspective. The authors of the paper have been involved in the 5 different hackathons with different roles: as participants, as organizers or as facilitators. This allowed them to adopt a design research perspective where the research is engaged in the design and co-design activities studied (Zimmerman et al., 2007).

4 The cases: 5 hackathons under investigation

The 5 hackathons under consideration in this paper have been staged in three Nordic countries. They represent, with different degrees of sophistication, the main hackatons’ typologies that Brisco and Mulligan (2014) introduced in their paper, namely the technology focused, the business focused, and the humanitarian focused. In the following paragraphs the 5 hackathons will be shortly presented.

4.1 Hack1 / Fabriken’s Hackathon (Sweden 2011)

This hackathon took place in 2011 as a launching event for Fabriken, a makerspace situated in the city of Malmö and originated from the joint work of three local stakeholders (an NGO, a research center and an interaction design company). The hackathon was organized by these three stakeholders to involve grass-root communities interested in “making” (Porter, Bopp, Gerber, & Voida, 2017). This focus strongly relates to Fabriken’s goals and its orientation toward empowering local bottom-up initiatives. The hackathon was quite loosely structured into a 48-hour under-defined program in which the only fixed events were lunches and dinners. Rather than addressing a strictly predefined challenge, participants organized themselves in groups and tinkered with open-source hardware and software while mostly working on their own projects. The event took place in a roughly furnished warehouse with problems with the heating and the electric system. Although it was hoped that a wide number of diverse stakeholders would attend, only a handful of participants (mostly members of the existing hacker community) remained for the whole duration of the hackathon working at temperatures around 5-10°C. Service design was not a core component of this hackathon.

4.2 Hack2 / Connectivity Lab Hackathon (Sweden 2012)

This was organized by a research center in Malmö to launch “Connectivity Lab”, an internal unit dedicated to building closer relationships with industry and to jointly exploiting innovation and business opportunities. This hackathon was planned in great detail and was the central part of a wider two-day creators’ event articulated across open talks (with invited international speakers from BBC, Arte, Georgia Tech, and various fab labs) and some workshops open to the general public (e.g., Arduino, 3D in fashion design, mobile and game design). The challenge proposed to the participants was to create innovative prototypes in the field of connected devices and social media. The hackathon was moderated to a high degree by the main organizers, and at the end of the 24-hour period allocated for the hackathon, a jury selected and presented awards to the best projects before a closing party. The hackathon took place in a
highly-curated space and a club-like atmosphere enlivened by a DJ and kiosks providing free beer and organic coffee. The event was advertised on a large scale by also paying attention to the consistency and coherence of the communication strategy and branding qualities. Although a good number of people (350) showed up for the whole event, participants were mostly students. Very few companies or representatives from other local organizations showed up. In terms of outcomes of the hackathon, most of the participants elaborated interaction design ideas that could potentially involve services but without clearly articulating these ideas in relation to service design.

4.3 Hack3 / Cleaning Day “Digitalkoot” (Finland 2013)

This event was co-organised by the teachers and students of the Master level course New Media for the Digital Sector provided by the Aalto University to New Media and Design students. Its aim was to create a mobile app as well as a series of “non-technical stuff” for the event called Cleaning Day, which was created by the NGO Yhteismaa Oy. Cleaning day (see e.g. Horelli et al., 2015). The event was advertised as “digitalkoot” to “create and hack”. The word “digitalkoot” is a combination of “digital” and the Finnish word “talkoot” which means “barn raising” and is used to refer to volunteer based activities where people come together to help each other, often for a common good (e.g. residents of an apartment building coming together to clean the shared spaces during one morning). Posters of the event were placed at the university’s different campuses. It was opened to anyone interested, but there was also the possibility for students to receive credits for participation. A more targeted collaboration was initiated with the Department of Computer Science to support with the mobile app development during the hackathon.

This hackathon was inspired by another hackathon organised for a citizen based event in Helsinki, the Restaurant Day (RD); when anyone can sell food on the streets of Helsinki, without any special authorization required. The founders of RD, together with a service design agency had created a successful hackathon in 2011, which resulted in the RD mobile App. This hackathon was a 2 day one, with participants from other creative companies, students, and freelancers. In the Cleaning day case however, a conscious decision was made to adapt the usual hackathon format to something different, not focused only on the production of technological artifacts like mobile apps. The aim was to encourage non technical design students to participate and therefore the possibility to produce “non technical stuff”, which would be relevant to Cleaning day and the NGO.

During the Hackathon, 45 participants created “How to” guides, price tags and promotional digital videos. A mobile application was also coded to support “way finding” during Cleaning Day.

4.4 Hack4 / Hack the outdoors (Denmark 2017)

This hackathon took place in Aalborg in 2017 and it was part of a series of hackathons organized within the EU-funded Open4Citizens project that experimented with new forms of collaboration between citizens, public authorities, interest groups, local businesses and IT experts with the aim of (1) aggregating communities around open data, (2) developing a set of practices and infrastructures for using such data and (3) proposing a new generation of public and private services based on the use of open data. The project focused on open data as a new shared resource and aimed to generate the conditions for this resource to be used and managed as a commons (Bollier, 2014; Ostrom, 1990) and was articulated in 5 pilots in Barcelona, Copenhagen/Aalborg, Karlstad, Milan and Rotterdam. The citizens’ participation in the pilots
was mostly supported through the organization of hackathons (Concilio, Molinari, & Morelli, 2017; Morelli, de Götzen, & Simeone, 2018; Seravalli & Simeone, 2016), which would bring together a local community with shared interests in specific problematic areas, thus creating an ecosystem to generate or consolidate the demand for open data or to organize crowdsourced gathering of new open data.

The Hack the Outdoors hackathon has been organized in collaboration with local stakeholders such as Open Data Nordjylland and InfinIT - Innovationsnetværk for IT and it has been carefully prepared through a series of pre-hack events in which around 15 municipalities of Nordjylland were invited to share their interest and perspective in smart tourism. Post hackathons events followed as well with the aim of supporting the development of the most promising ideas also after the event itself. The hackathon took place at Aalborg University during a weekend, it has been widely advertised and got the attention of around a 100 of participants, mostly students from the university, but members from nine local administrations and public organization also participated, by proposing design challenges and supporting the hackathon groups. A professional facilitator was engaged to conduct the event, while mostly researchers from the open4citizens project were facilitating the groups’ work. At the end of the hackathon the participants produced mostly early concept ideas and early digital mock-ups about smart solutions related to tourism and they pitched them in front of a selected jury. The 3 best projects were selected and got different prizes. Only few groups used in an actual script the datasets provided for the hackathon and the generated concept where mostly early service ideas.

4.5 Hack5 / Hack4Girls (Denmark 2017)

This hackathon took place in Copenhagen and was aimed at developing new solutions for refugee girls and women in Sub Saharan Africa. The event was hosted and sponsored by Atea Future Growth, Maternit Foundation, Microsoft, Save the Children, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the United Nations Population Fund. Being part of a good cause, it attracted many other parties that joined and supported the hackathon. Beside the different organisations that volunteered to host the event, 22 experienced mentors joined the hackathon. The organizers advertised the event mainly through social media and got the attention of a large number of people. Before the hackathon, an information package and the design brief were sent to the participants. During the registration t-shirts with three different colors were distributed in order to easily identify the background of the participants in terms of design, technology, business or other fields. The participants were asked to wear t-shirts during all the weekend. The teams were formed and named according to the interests to the different presented challenges and at the end of 36-hour hackathon they pitched their concept with a short presentation. The three best ideas selected by the internal jury were presented a second time at the grand finale event, two days after. Her Royal Highness the Crown Princess of Denmark and Minister for Development Cooperation, attended the finale event. The three finalists presented their proposals to a panel of judges, including CEO of Microsoft Denmark, international entrepreneur and chair of UN Live Online, Secretary General of Save the Children Denmark and founder of Whywoman.org. After the pitch, a girls’ choir of newcomers in Denmark performed a short concert. Following the show, the winning pitch was announced, and the team received a concept development and incubation support price of DKK 25.000 from different organisations. The event ended with cocktails. As a side note, due to the special guests of the grand finale, a second registration was needed to attend it and only the three best teams wore their #Hack4girls t-shirts. The rest of the audience dressed according to the presence of the royal family member and the fanciness of the event.
5 Comparative analysis

From the overview of the 5 selected hackathons it is clear that they are quite different in many ways: while Hack1 focused on engaging local communities in a loosely organized event, Hack3 brought forward non-technological outcomes and Hack5 was staged within a very formal and strict protocol, according to which participants should also wear an appropriate outfit for the fancy final event also attended by Her Royal Highness the Crown Princess of Denmark. While Hack2 had a clear entrepreneurial/business goal, Hack4 was mainly experimenting with research tools and methods with the aim of exploring citizens engagement in using open data to develop meaningful public and private services. Different dimensions could be used to describe the hackathons; in this paper, the comparative analysis has been carried out focusing on 6 main parameters: Aims, Preparation and Communication, Program, Location and Stakeholders involved, Outcomes, Relation with Service Design. While the first 5 parameters are considered relevant to capture the nature of the hackathons, the last one is added because of the specific focus adopted by this paper on service design. The main findings have been summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of the main characteristics of the 4 hackathons according to the six chosen parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aims</strong></td>
<td>Participants organized themselves in groups and tinkered with open-source hardware and software while mostly working on their own projects.</td>
<td>Create innovative prototyping in the field of connected devices and social media</td>
<td>Create a mobile and other “non technical stuff” for an NGO</td>
<td>Developing new smart tourism services through the use of open data</td>
<td>Inspirational event for good cause to develop new solutions for refugee girls and women in Sub Saharan Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Preparation &amp; communication</strong></td>
<td>Not many resources invested</td>
<td>Well planned and communicated through a coherent and consistent strategy</td>
<td>Not many resources invested</td>
<td>A lot of resources invested in the mobilization of the ecosystem and communication of the event</td>
<td>Promotion through social media and well prepared information package for participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Programs</strong></td>
<td>Open and under-defined format</td>
<td>Defined in advance</td>
<td>Defined in advance</td>
<td>Very structured and detailed even including pre-hackathon and post-hackathon phases</td>
<td>Open and under-defined format</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Locations, stakeholders involved and participants** | **Location**: a cold and roughly furnished warehouse.  
**Stakeholders**: local hacker community, managers of the hosting makerspace  
**Participants**: mostly local hacker community | **Location**: a quite curated setting for a party-like staging.  
**Stakeholders**: university researchers, students, local business and innovation community  
**Participants**: mostly students (industry was missing) | **Location**: Aalto University’s Media Factory  
**Stakeholders**: NGO, teachers form two departments  
**Participants**: above stakeholders and Aalto university students | **Location**: Aalborg University in Aalborg. The rooms were organized and prepared in advance with all the material needed by the participants  
**Stakeholders**: Several municipalities and  
**Participants**: mixed young | **Location**: in an office of a design company.  
Final event took place in a larger venue close to the main location  
**Stakeholders**: Several companies supporting the event  
**Participants**: mixed young |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcomes</th>
<th>Innovation companies</th>
<th>Professionals and students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participants: mostly students</td>
<td>Rough mobile app, illustrated “How to” instructions, promotional video, collection of studies</td>
<td>Ideas for possible services presented in the final competition with jury and prizes – also for the worst idea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcomes</td>
<td>Mostly hacks</td>
<td>Conceptual ideas (mainly technological - apps) projects presented in a final competition with jury and prizes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relation with service design</td>
<td>Definitely not central for this hackathon</td>
<td>The ideas were related to service concepts, mainly apps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcomes</td>
<td>Ideas for interaction design projects presented in a final competition with jury and prizes</td>
<td>Indirect as the outcomes were to be part of the services co-produced by the NGO together with interested citizens of Helsinki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relation with service design</td>
<td>Some groups worked on ideas that involved services, but service design remained in the background</td>
<td>The ideas generated were services for the tourism industry. The participants went through a service design process using the toolbox of the discipline.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table shows how Hack1 resembled more to the original hackathon format, while Hack2, 3, 4, and 5 were more codified and formalised in terms of the processes that had to take place (the competition format including presentations to a jury and a prize), and only Hack 2, 4, and 5 in terms of the communication and preparation strategy (with a lot of investment in setting the scene), in terms of goals (a marketing one for Hack2, a solution development for Hack4 and Hack5 with different levels of specification) and in terms of location and stakeholders involved (nice and well prepared locations, set up in collaboration with - or with the support of - many other stakeholders involved in the event). It is also interesting to notice that the more a hackathon had the design of services as a possible goal, the more stakeholders had to be involved in the preparation of the event (Hack4 and Hack5), while in Hack1, the set of involved stakeholders was much more limited.

6 Discussion

The five hackathons analysed in this paper took place over the span of 6 years and it is interesting to notice how their placement over time has a role in the characterization of the different events. We can argue that the first hackathon was the only one representing the original idea of the format: a loosely organized event for highly motivated programmers that very often were already belonging to a hacker community. In this kind of event, service design was definitely not in the foreground, both in terms of the organization and facilitation of the event and in terms of the desired outcomes, which were mostly of technical nature. Already existing local hacking communities were the main driver of such events and the participants of the hackathons would only interact with external stakeholders in a limited fashion and would feel that they already possess the knowledge and the tools to achieve the goal set by the hackathon. As time passed by, it is possible to notice how the hackathon format has evolved from being an event for coders (Hack1), to becoming a more business-driven event (Hack2 and partially Hack4), or an event supporting a specific not-for-profit cause (Hack3) and eventually adopting a format that can challenge the participants with wider and timely social issues (Hack 5). With
the later versions (Hacks3,4,5), we might start talking of hybrids of hackathons and design sprints or workshops, where time-condensed design iteration cycles based on divergent and convergent thinking (e.g. the Double Diamond) are brought into what was originally a less structured hacking event. We are aware that our own involvement in these hackathons, especially as organisers (e.g. in Hack3) has contribute to the move away from the original hackathon format and goals, but our experience in these hackathons through the years also show that back in 2011 it was not yet possible to imagine new formats or goals, because hackathons were so new.

It is quite clear that the evolution of the format implied the involvement of different stakeholders, with different backgrounds, motivations and goals, broadening the scope of the event itself. In such a context, the event has to be carefully planned, facilitators have to be involved and the professional domain of service design comes in handy as a more visible field of practice and research able to engage both with citizens and public authorities. The expertise of service design has been deemed as necessary or helpful when deployed in relation to complex public and organisational challenges (Bason, 2010, 2017; Kimbell, 2015, 2019). As such, bringing service design into the hackathon process puts the focus on the practical generation and exploration of new ideas that allow the different stakeholders to collaborate across the silos of their expertise and interests empowering at the same time the perspectives of beneficiaries and citizens. It is clear that the outcome of such service-design-driven hackathons cannot be as concrete and product-oriented as in the original format and, at the same time, to create value in complex service ecosystems, the events need to be more carefully structured. The service design perspective and the participation of experts from this area also bring about a solid structure for the design process, which starts from the identification and mobilisation of the ecosystem in the pre-hackathon phases and continues during the actual hackathon, with the proposition of collaborative tools.

It can be questioned what is specific to such service-design-driven hackathons versus other collaborative formats like design workshops? On the one hand, it can be said that the term hackathon has become a buzzword in the public and private innovation landscape, able to attract stakeholders under the promise of delivering quick solutions in a short amount of time: in this context, naming an event as hackathon has become more a matter of marketing than a matter of content. On the other, with digitalization becoming such a crucial aspect of services, the hackathon format might (once again) better interpret the needs of the organizers without betraying its original identity: as an example, Hack 4, with a clear focus on open data and citizen empowerment, could not be a workshop, because digital hacking of available datasets was actually needed to provide a final design for a new service.

From a service design perspective however, the biggest limitation of the format is the impact that the event itself produces in the ecosystem that has been mobilized. Concept ideas very rarely are developed after the event and it is quite difficult to measure how much the event produced “experiences of material participation” that lasted after the event or that will be used as a first step towards a new network of relations among stakeholders. Hack2 and Hack4 are clear examples of this issue up to a point where it could be questioned if these kinds of events are becoming more and more marketing events and celebrations where the proposed challenges are just instrumental to raise awareness about specific issues or to just tell the public at large that a new stakeholder (lab, organization, company) is active in the city.

7 Conclusions

This paper presented a non-exhaustive review of the hackathon format, based on five different hackathons organized between 2011 and 2017, with the aim of outlining the different
interpretation of the format from a service design perspective. We are aware of the limitations of the study, which is limited to five cases in the Nordic countries, but we believe they provide an overview over time of the evolution of hackathons in this part of the world. Furthermore, our own engagement in these cases is an example of the interest of the design and design research community in trying and testing, and eventually adapting, the hackathon activity as a collaborative design format.

With respect to the early, pioneering times, hackathons are changing and, one may argue, loosing part of their spontaneity and productivity, although only a small part of the results of the early hackathons could really be used or developed beyond their initial experimental phase. The evolution documented in the five cases in this paper however, is going towards organisations and models that could benefit from service design and, in turn, could contribute to the methodological construction of this discipline. This may in turn allows for hackathons to be more heterogeneous spaces of co-creations, bringing together more techy developers and other designers, including service designers, to work together in a co-located venue.

From this perspective, hackathons are becoming part of a palette of tools used to engage with different stakeholders and to explore specific challenges. Such tools are design and innovation sprints and workshops, which tend to involve a relatively small number of participants and that are used internally in an organization to speed up the design process or to involve different departments in an ideation session, to align across departments on a specific need of the company/organization or to spread a new working culture. Hackathons are, instead, very often organized at a bigger scale and within a public dimension, involving the collaboration of many different stakeholders. In the last decades, the format of the hackathons has dramatically changed and their preparation has become quite heavy in terms of logistic and ecosystem mobilization, becoming top-driven events that do not have any longer much in common with the original idea of self-organized and bottom up events. This change is highlighting the tension between the original nature of the hackathon as an agile, though sometimes too playful tool for nerds and a new function, that, especially in the pre-hackathon phases, aggregates an ecosystem. Although participation is still one of the crucial aspects, very often the implicit goal of the event is to build communities that do not exist yet (as the case of Hack4 and Hack5) but that could make a change in the existing ecosystem to solve challenges that cannot be easily approached by single stakeholders/communities. We can even imagine that, in times of COVID19 and forced online collaboration, hackathons will evolve as a completely digital format able to strengthen communities in the creation of new common and digital spaces to approach completely new kind of challenges.

The orchestration of the stakeholders will remain then the pivotal aspect for a successful hackathon and we can argue that service design, with its focus on the socio technical systems in which it operates, has already a set of tools and processes to work toward this orchestration. In other words, rather than trying to solve this paradox, this paper is suggesting that Service Design will possibly be a good disciplinary ground to explore the tension between the original hackathon format and the most recent developments of this genre of collaborative design.
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